






Field Day

-"anks to the investigation of the heroes and miko, the Suwa area was conrmed to be safe. e 
Taisha is currently looking into methods of transporting goods and materials to the refugees of 
Suwa. ere is a high possibility of human survival in places other than Suwa, and thus--"
 
In the cafeteria, Wakaba and the others listened to the stream of news from a portable TV placed 
on the table.

TToday was the third day since their return to Shikoku from their investigation expedition. 
Everyone was about to eat udon for lunch today.

During the course of these three days, the mass media had been reporting their 'successful' 
investigation expedition on the TV and in newspapers.

-"Again with the lies. I was looking forward to udon, but this leaves a bad taste in my mouth."

Tamako placed her chopsticks on the table with a pout.

JJust as she had said, the news spreading through Shikoku had been falsied by the Taisha: 
Suwa was safe. Humanity was surviving outside of Shikoku. Vertex numbers were decreasing. 
Humanity was taking back its territory... Nothing but things the people of Shikoku wanted to 
hear. e complete opposite of the truth Wakaba and the others had seen outside of Shikoku.

-"Manipulating information to maintain the morale of the people, huh... at denitely is a 
common sight in wars, but..."

Anzu darkly murmured.

((Strategically, the Taisha's methods make sense... but still...)

Wakaba couldn't shake her apprehension. Spread lies to the populace in order to forcibly boost 
morale-- Historically, many who used that tactic ended up losing in the long run, didn't they? 
Wakaba couldn't help but feel it was a tactic for those losing the war.

-"Guys, the udon's going to get stale if we just sit around watching the news! So in that case~ if it's 
just going to get stale otherwise, then I'll eat Tama-chan's meat udon!"

Yuuna reached her chopsticks out to Tamako's bowl and quickly took a bite.

-"Ah!! -"Ah!! Yuna, you~! You took some of the meat too, didn't you!"

-"Well, I thought it'd be better if I ate it for you instead of you just letting it go to waste."

-"I was going to eat it! In that case, I'll take the tofu from your kitsune udon!"

-"Ahh! But there was only one of them in there!"

An udon war broke out between Yuuna and Tamako.
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-"Mmgh..."

Tamako was silenced by Anzu's scolding.

-"at was rude of you too, Yuuna-san."

-"Yes ma'am."

Yuuna, on the other hand, was shamed by Hinata's warning.

WWatching her friends like this put a wry smile on Wakaba's face. e dark atmosphere had 
dissipated before she had noticed.

Yuuna looked around at everyone and spoke up with a cheerful voice.

-"Well, you know! e news the Taisha people are spreading might be false now, but we just have 
to make it all true, right? Just gotta beat up all the Vertexes and reclaim the world!"

-"Yeah, Yuuna's exactly right."

WWakaba nodded and turned off the portable TV. ere was no point in listening any further. at 
said, there was no doubt that the false information spread in the news was exactly what the people 
wanted to hear. And it was the heroes' duty to make that news a reality.

-"... anks for the food..."

Finished eating, Chikage placed her chopsticks beside her bowl as she stood up from the table. She 
had been eating her udon in silence without adding to the conversation.

She tidied up her tableware, and without making eye contact with anyone, she le the cafeteria.

AAer returning from the expedition, she had been even quieter than usual. Instead, her expression 
became more stern and she became less approachable.

-"Oh right, Tama's got stuff to do too."

Tamako also got up from the table.

-"Anzu, tell the teacher I'm going to be absent from aernoon class, okay!"

-"Huh? O-okay, but..."

-"I'm not playing hooky, okay?"

TTamako quickly tidied up her tableware and le the cafeteria.

Anzu anxiously watched as Tamako walked away.
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Aer school-- Chikage kept swinging her hero weapon, a scythe, at the training grounds.
Her weapon was large-- about as long as a full human height-- but it had become light in her 
hands throughout her experience in battle.

Nevertheless, Chikage's expression was grim as she swung her scythe. It was as if she were venting 
her anger.

-"Gun-chaaan!"

WWhen she turned toward the cheerful voice, Chikage saw Yuuna running towards her from the 
training grounds entrance.

Yuuna stopped in front of her and spoke with just a little bit of displeasure.

-"You should've told me you were going to do some independent training. It's better to practice 
with a partner than to practice alone!"

-"It's independent training... so I'm doing it independently..."

-"en I'll join you 'independently'!"

-"... -"... okay..."

Chikage nodded, not giving a reason to refuse. If it were anyone besides Yuuna, she probably 
would have simply le the training grounds without a word.

e two of them practiced with a mock battle and then took a short break aerwards.

-"You've been doing independent training ever since we got back to Shikoku, huh Gun-chan?"

Yuuna looked at Chikage's face while drinking from a plastic water bottle. Something was stiff 
about Chikage's facial expression. Something strict.

-"-"It's because... we never know when the Vertexes could attack next..."

-"Hmm~ well, I guess you're right. According to Hina-chan's oracle, danger is imminent, but we 
don't know when exactly it'll happen..."

Hinata's oracle had told the heroes that danger was imminent upon Shikoku, and thus they cut the 
expedition short and returned.

However, neither Hinata, nor any of the Taisha's other miko had received any further oracles, and 
thus neither the timeframe nor the scale of the Vertex attack were known.

IIf there were more time before the enemy invasion, the heroes could have investigated a little more 
to the north. Not even the Taisha understood the reason for the oracle calling for an early return. 
Perhaps something unlike anything before was about to happen--
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Tamako put her head in her arms.

-"Geez... Let's set the matter of the book aside for now. at's not it. ... Tamacchi-sempai, you're 
hiding something, aren't you?"

-"Hiding something...?"

Tamako faltered slightly at Anzu's pointed gaze.

-"Where did you go when you skipped classes this aernoon?"

-"..."-"..."

Tamako hesitated to speak.

-"You started looking pensive at times during the expedition, and you still do sometimes, 
Tamacchi-sempai..."

-"... No point in standing around talking. Let's just come inside my room for now."

Tamako opened the door and went in, followed by Anzu.

e room was littered with outdoor goods as always.

TTamako sat on a chair and Anzu sat on the bed.

-"I went to the hospital today."

-"e hospital?"

Anzu asked back dubiously.

-"Yeah, the Taisha-connected hospital. e place we always get checked up."

-"Did something happen?"

-"-"No... I'm not sick or injured or anything. It's just... ever since I used the fairy's power during the 
expedition, I guess? My body's been feeling kind of funny..."

Tamako's eyes wandered around the room as if she were searching for the right words. She 
couldn't quite explain what she was feeling.

Aer returning from the investigation expedition, all of the heroes had a check up. No 
abnormalities were found in any of them, and they were told that they were healthy.

I had them check me up again just in case. But still, no abnormalities were found.

-"-"Oh, is that it..."
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What would Hinata or Yuuna do in her position? inking on that angle suddenly gave Wakaba 
an idea.

Back during their hot spring trip at the beginning of the year, the girls played some simple games 
and had a fun time. It would be for the best if she could recreate that peaceful mood.

-"Games... recreation... Sounds like it could work."

Wakaba slowly muttered to herself and opened her eyes.

-"Recreation, is it? What do you plan on doing?"

BBefore Wakaba had realized it, Hinata was in her room, watching over her with a smile on her 
face.

-"H-Hinata!? Why are you here!? When did you get here!? How did you get here!?

"You looked like you were in deep thought, so I sneaked in quietly so as to not disturb you. With 
stealthy, light steps. You did give me a duplicate room key aer all, Wakaba-chan."

It appeared Wakaba had been concentrating so hard that she was unable to notice such a small 
presence and sound.

-"-"Don't give me a heart attack. Just come inside normally..."

-"Please, don't mind the small details. So, what's wrong, Wakaba-chan? Aer meditating for a 
while, you suddenly bring up something like recreation."

-"I got caught up in those 'small details'... Right now, there's a somewhat unpleasant mood among 
us all. You've noticed it too, haven't you, Hinata?"

-"... Yes, you're right."

Hinata nodded, a serious expression now on her face as well.

-"-"So I was thinking maybe it'd be for the best if we all did something fun together for a change of 
pace."

-"...!"

Hinata's eyes popped in surprise.

-"Wh... what? Why do you look so surprised?"

-"No, it's just, I never thought I'd hear -you- suggest we have fun, Wakaba-chan..."

-"... Well, I guess you're right."
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Marugame Castle Outer Citadel--

Chikage watched from the bushes as the battle unfolded before her eyes.

e two combatants she saw were Wakaba and Yuuna.

Both had taken martial arts training from a young age, and thus they excelled in battle ability. 

ey were the top two picks to win this battle royale.

-"Yuuna, I've been wanting to ght all out with you."

-"S-"Same here. I'm not pulling any punches, okay!?"

Wakaba's weapon was a wooden sword reinforced in strength and weight by an iron core. She also 
had a scabbard as it was essential to performing iai techniques.

Yuuna's weapon was iron tekko gauntlets, but with the metal wrapped in cloth so as to avoid 
inicting serious injury.

Players would retire if they themselves admitted defeat, or if they were hit by an attack that would 
have been fatal had they been using real weapons.

(...)(...)

Chikage took a deep breath and watched the two ght.

Her plan-- Hide out the early battle and wait for the others to eliminate each other. By the 
time only one or two remained, they would presumably be fatigued. Unburdened by such a 
disadvantage, there would be no way for Chikage to lose.

(Nogi-san and Takashima-san are both formidable enemies... So it'd be a blessing for either of 
them to be retired...)

YYuuna and Wakaba exchanged serious glances.

Wakaba placed her hand on her wooden scabbard.

-"Victory to those who take initiative!"

In an instant, Yuuna closed the gap between them with a thrusting strike.

However, with awless timing, Wakaba unsheathed her wooden blade in sync with Yuuna's attack.
Yuuna's st and Wakaba's wooden blade struck each other with a heavy thud.

-"Haaaaaahhh!"

-"-"Hwooooohhh!"
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Meanwhile, in the Marugame Castle Tower, Hinata murmured apologetically.

-"I'm sorry, Wakaba-chan... It was tough having to lie to you... but I wasn't exactly a referee to begin with, 
so nobody ever said I was obligated to give out truthful information..."

HHinata looked at the smartphone she held in her hand. On the screen was a picture of Wakaba doing 
combat training during lessons yesterday. Normally during hero training sessions, Hinata would undergo 
miko training in another room, and thus she had no opportunities to take pictures of Wakaba training... 
As such, this particular picture was Anzu's payment in return for her cooperation.

-"Now my treasured Wakaba picture collection is one step closer to completion."

-"... I admit defeat. Finish me off."

Wakaba graciously admitted defeat.

-"-"Our tama-teamwork was a success!"

Tamako puffed out her chest in pride. Running away from Wakaba was just another link in their chain of 
tactics. Tamako and Anzu had teamed up from the start. Tamako would bait the enemies; Anzu would use 
the opening to take them out with her crossbow. at was the plan they had decided upon.

-"So, Wakaba-san... is is the end."

Anzu slowly pulled her crossbow's trigger.

But the arrow didn't hit Wakaba.

-"-"Ow!!?"

Instead, it slammed into Tamako's forehead.

--"... huh?"

Wakaba and Tamako blinked in confusion simultaneously.

Anzu smiled and said,

-"ere, now Tamacchi-sempai is retired too. Wakaba-san admitted defeat earlier, so that counts as a retire. 
I win."

--"... --"... huhhhh!?"

Apparently Wakaba was not the only one who Anzu fooled.

-"e threat who should've been top priority... was Anzu..."

Tamako muttered with drooping shoulders.

And thus, the rst mock battle royale ended with Iyojima Anzu as the winner.

As winner, she had the privilege of ordering the other heroes, but--
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-"Tamako, be mine..."

-"W-Wakaba-kun... I'm sorry, but there's someone else that Tama likes..."

-"Hold it right there, Wakaba-kun! You're disturbing Tamako-san!"

-"Oh, Takashima-kun... Wait, what the hell is this!?"

-"Cut, cut! at's no good, Tamacchi-sempai! You need to say your lines properly!"

IIn the classroom, Wakaba had driven Tamako to the wall, blocking her escape with her arm as 
she whispered sweet words into Tamako's ear-- the classic "kabe-don". And then Yuuna came in 
the middle to separate the two of them... the classic love triangle.

Anzu was recreating one of her favorite scenes from a romance novel using Wakaba, Tamako, and 
Yuuna as actors.

-"I can't say such embarrassing lines! Hell! Why does Tama even have to play the role of a 'quiet, 
timid girl'!?"

-"-"Because part of this heroine's character is that she's short. So I thought it might be the perfect 
role for you, Tamacchi-sempai."

-"You calling Tama short!?"

-"While we're at it, why do I have to wear male clothes..."

-"Me too... it feels kinda... strange to wear a boy's uniform."

Wakaba and Yuuna were wearing male uniforms.

-"It's to increase the level of accuracy, obviously!"

AAnzu was a strict director.

Incidentally, Hinata was appreciating Wakaba, Yuuna, and Tamako's performances with a warm 
smile on her face. And it goes without saying, but she didn't forget to snap pictures of the situation 
with her smartphone.

-"A-anyway! I did exactly as you wanted, Anzu! We're done fullling your command, aren't we!?"

-"Can I... stop here too?"

Tamako shouted with a ushed face. Wakaba hunched over in exhaustion.

-"-"It was fun, but it really is kinda embarrassing, huh."

Yuuna spoke in embarrassment as well.
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-"Well, it was a little lacking in accuracy, but let's leave it at that. Now then, next..."

Anzu's eyes turned toward Chikage.

Chikage's body twitched and shuddered.

-"I have to do... something that embarrassing too...? ... P-please... no...!"

-"Heh heh heh heh heh. Now what sort of role would suit Chikage-san the best?"

A wicked smile spread across Anzu's face.

-"-"Ugh..."

Chikage stiffened.

But Anzu shook her head side to side.

-"Chikage-san, I'll give you a different command."

-"Huh...?"

When Chikage looked at her dubiously, Anzu took out a white sheet of paper from the teacher's 
desk and held it out to Chikage. Written on the sheet was "Diploma   ird Year   Koori Chikage".

-"-"My command is for you to accept this."

-"is is..."

Chikage looked at the diploma in confusion.

Yuuna smiled and said,

-"If you think about it, you're a third year, so you really should be graduating now, right, 
Gun-chan? So we made this diploma for you."

SSince they all took lessons in the same classroom, none of them were really conscious about it, 
but Chikage was a third year middle school student. In a normal school, it would be just about 
time for her graduation ceremony.

-"at said, though you'll be moving on to your rst year of high school, you won't actually be 
going to a new school."

TTamako spoke with a wry smile on her face. Since this school was established as a way to gather 
all of the heroes in the same place, their physical school wouldn't change even once they moved 
on to high school.

-"But still, it's best we do this at least for formality's sake."
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